VAULT
World-Class Version Control

Vault's version control gives you everything you
need — reliability, atomic commits, excellent
remote performance, flexible security, smart
branching and merging, and more.

Built for Reliability

Vault was designed to ensure the reliability of data.
All repository data is stored in a SQL Server
database.

Remote Access

Vault was designed to work well over the Internet.
All communication between client and server is
done over HTTP, familiar and friendly for network
administrators. Compression and binary deltas are
used in both directions to minimize network traffic.

Advanced Features

Vault brings smart branching and merging to
your team, including our Merge Branches
wizard. And check out our exclusive Line History
feature (think Blame on steroids).

Atomic Checkins

You can checkin a group of related operations
as a changeset, and the checkin operation is
atomic. The entire changeset either succeeds or
fails. Your repository is never left in a half-baked
state.

Cross-Platform Support

A Java-based command-line tool is available to
access Vault repositories on non-Windows based
operating systems.

Reports - New in 7.0

View and generate reports based on data that
includes an analysis of security and activity.

SourceSafe Import

Vault's VSS Handoff feature gets you up and
running in no time, with access to all of your VSS
History, Shares and Pins. Discover the safer,
faster, more-powerful world of Vault, and leave
nothing behind.

Familiar User Interface

SourceSafe users can begin using Vault with no
learning curve. The terminology is the same and
all major VSS features are present.

Full-Featured Integration with Popular IDEs

All of Vault Pro's features are available in Visual
Studio (including Visual Studio 2010) and Eclipse.

Build Integration

Vault Pro integrates with CruiseControl.NET to
provide continuous integration and build support.
We also provide Ant and NAnt tasks to access and
update Vault Pro repositories from your build
scripts, and a cross-platform command line client
that can be called from any build tool.

Additional Features Exclusive in Vault Pro
Built-In Work Item Tracking

Vault Pro offers work item / bug tracking in your IDE
or via your web browser. Work item tracking and
version control are integrated, so you'll always
know what work item a checkin relates to, and viceversa. Customize the security to suit your team,
create and save custom queries, and more.

Work Item Features - New in 7.0

Add custom work item fields plus arrange/add/
remove fields from the layout. Create relationships
between work items. Customize query results.
Estimate and track time spent on work items.
Generate and view built-in reports.

Vault Standard
Version control for professional development teams.

$349/user

Volume discounts starting at 5 licenses
FREE for a single user

Vault Professional
Version control with seamless bug tracking.

$449/user

Volume discounts starting at 5 licenses
FREE for a single user
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